2017 Miller Complex Fire Report

A view east across the Abney Fire from Cook and Green Butte in the Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless Area.

The Miller Complex burned in the eastern Siskiyou Mountains of southwestern Oregon
and northwestern California. Three major fires made up the Miller Complex, burning
36,400 acres in over two months. Although a significant portion of the area hadn’t burned
in wildfire for decades, much of the area burned at low to moderate severity, creating a
rich mosaic of mixed-severity fire. Largely moderated by weather, the fires burned in a
wide variety of habitat types, from foothill woodlands, grasslands, and chaparral, to the
subalpine forests of the Siskiyou Crest. In all, the Miller Complex burned at 66% low,
27% moderate and 7% high severity fire.
The Miller Complex began during a spectacular thunderstorm on the evening of August
13, 2017. The storm stalled in the canyons and sharp ridges north of the Siskiyou Crest,
littering the landscape with lightning strikes and starting many small fires. Considerable
rain fell as the storm cell passed through the area, but lightning ignitions smoldered
throughout the region. In all, 27 fires were reported across the Siskiyou Mountains
Ranger District, from Grayback Mountain to Wards Fork Gap, and into the low-elevation
foothills of the Upper Applegate Valley.
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With large fires burning across the West, wildfire resources were strained. A minimal
number of personnel were available but the Forest Service began staffing the most
accessible fires. Within days crews had contained the vast majority of the fires, leaving
only five small fires creeping and smoldering in very steep, inaccessible terrain. These
fires included the Abney Fire burning in the unroaded and very inaccessible Lick Gulch
watershed, the Cook Fire burning in the Cook and Green Creek watershed at the heart of
the Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless Area, and the Seattle Fire on the slopes above Seattle
Bar in the Stricklin Butte Roadless Area. These three fires burned in relatively close
proximity, all in the region above the Applegate Reservoir. To the west, the Creedence
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Fire burned near Grayback Mountain in the Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless Area, and to
the northwest, the Burnt Peak Fire burned in the Collings-Kinney Inventoried Roadless
Area in the Upper Applegate Valley.
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On August 15, with the local Forest Service still in charge of the fires, they commanded
only 42 personnel for all five fires. Requests for resources were denied due to the remote
terrain, higher fire priorities in other locations, as well as the upcoming solar eclipse on
August 21, 2017 that was concentrating both recreationalists and fire personnel in central
Oregon and other locations in the path of eclipse totality throughout the West.
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Although the fires moved slowly they spread through rugged terrain and resisted
containment. Rollout of burning debris, followed by uphill runs cost crew’s containment
in numerous locations. Safety hazards such as falling trees and snags, rock slides,
extremely steep terrain and so-called “gravity hazards” limited the ability of crews to
conduct direct attack. The terrain in which the fires were burning was simply too
dangerous to conduct aggressive firefighting near the fire perimeter. The potential for
success was very limited and the potential for injury or firefighter mortality was
relatively high. In response, crews pulled back to a more indirect position, preparing
roads and ridges as firelines.

The Seattle Fire from Seattle Bar on the evening of August 19, 2017, after
the fire’s first major run.

By August 18, the moisture
from the initial rainstorms had
begun to dry, the inversion
layers lifted, and winds
shifted; in response, all five
fires sustained increased fire
behavior and growth. The fires
quadrupled in size and became
well established in remote,
rugged locations. Following
these weather-driven runs, the
fire was declared the Miller
Complex, bringing a Type 2
Incident Command Team and
additional resources to the
area. The Type 2 Team
commanded 92 personnel, 6
engines, 3 helicopters and a

few dozers.
Given the resources at risk, safety concerns, steep, inaccessible terrain and limited
resources available to suppression crews, they focused on the fires that posed the most
threat to nearby communities and infrastructure. Crews began enacting plans for
containment on the Creedence and Burnt Peak Fires, while “loose herding” the Abney
Fire and steering the Seattle Fire away from private timberlands on its western flank.
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The Creedence Fire and Burnt Peak Fires were relatively quickly contained, each burning
less than 5,000 acres. Both the Burnt Peak and Creedence Fires were largely out by the
beginning of September. The Abney, Cook and Seattle Fires merged above Applegate
Reservoir, becoming known as the Abney Fire. The Abney Fire burned late into the fall,
burning until snow blanketed the Siskiyou Crest in late October.
Although some unnecessary suppression impacts and poor decisions were made, overall
the Miller Complex on the Rogue River-Siskiyou National Forest (RR-SNF) was well
managed and suppression actions responsibly implemented. Fire crews often found an
effective balance between aggressive action to contain the fire and the restraint necessary
to protect resource values. Resource Advisors (READS) and Line Officers on the RRSNF worked hard to protect resources at risk, while minimizing the impacts of fire
suppression to federal lands.
In particular, the use of tactical firing on the RR-SNF was patiently and responsibly
implemented. In general, crews utilized backburns or tactical firing to contain and control
the fire without increasing fire severity. They also allowed large portions of fire perimeter
to back naturally to containment lines without the use of extensive tactical firing.
Crews also effectively “loose herded” the fire in many locations, allowing the fire to burn
naturally, with little to no suppression if no major resources were at risk. This allowed
fire managers to utilize wildfire for resource benefit on one flank of the fire, while
actively suppressing other portions. The result was excellent community fire protection
and the restoration of natural fire process on tens of thousands of acres.
On the Klamath National Forest (KNF) the Abney Fire was managed under the Eclipse
Complex. Roughly 10,000 acres burned on the southern face of the Siskiyou Crest above
the community of Seiad Valley on the Klamath River. Management of the Abney Fire on
the KNF side of the Siskiyou Crest was much more aggressive and had much more
drastic effects. The KNF suppressed the fire by bulldozing designated Back Country
Areas in the Condrey Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area and implementing large
tactical firing operations, some of which were conducted under a “red flag warning” and
may have significantly increased fire severity.
1,2,3

Despite the impacts associated with aggressive fire suppression and the compounding
effect of previous forest management, the Miller Complex burned in a natural,
characteristic pattern of severity, especially on the more well managed, RR-SNF portions
of the fire.
Our report will explore all three fires in the Miller Complex, each as a separate chapter,
including chapters for the Burnt Peak Fire, Creedence Fire, and Abney Fire.
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Chapter 1: Burnt Peak Fire

A view southeast from Burnt Peak across the western perimeter of the Burnt Peak Fire in early October. The Abney
Fire is still burning in the background.

Significant Fire Weather and Events
The Burnt Peak Fire began on August 13, on the northeast face of Burnt Peak. The fire
began high on a forested ridgeline dividing Palmer and Kinney Creek above the Upper
Applegate Valley. The fire was located in steep, inaccessible terrain in the CollingsKinney Inventoried Roadless Area. The Burnt Peak Fire was smoldering, creeping,
backing slowly and rolling out at mostly low to moderate severity. Due to limited
resources and the rugged terrain, direct attack was dangerous and ineffective. Crews
pulled back to prominent ridges, riparian areas and existing roads for indirect
containment lines.
The fire grew slowly until August 18, when the fire surged from 300 acres to 1500 acres,
mostly in the Palmer Creek watershed. Without adequate containment lines, crews
utilized retardant drops to slow the western spread of the Burnt Peak Fire. Fire activity in
this first “run” was centered on the ridges and high on the slopes where the inversion had
lifted and winds pushed the fire uphill. Despite active fire behavior on the slopes above,
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minimal growth was sustained on the flanks of the fire in Palmer or Kinney Creek where
the fire continued backing slowly downhill under an inversion layer.
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Handline was built to Palmer Creek Road (road 1095) down the flank of Burnt Peak.
Meanwhile, dozers were tying in the ridge system from Burnt Peak to Kinney Creek
Road (road 1090). Dozers were also tying the south side of the fireline into already
burned portions of the fire, while crews continued backing the fire into Palmer and
Kinney Creek. They conducted small tactical firing operations to keep up with natural
fire spread and check its northern and southern movement.
By August 24, 3,794 acres had burned and the fire was 21% contained. The fire was
moving very slowly as it worked east towards residences on Palmer Creek and Upper
Applegate Road.
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On August 26, portions of Palmer Creek and Upper Applegate Road, east of the fire area,
and Carberry Creek, west of the fire area, were issued a Level 1 Evacuation Notice due to
increasing potential for residential communities to be impacted by wildfire events.
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On August 30, crews considered burnout operations to increase the pace of the fire’s
spread and bring the fire down to communities on its eastern flank. The plan was to bring
the fire down in a controlled manner, with increased tactical ignitions as it approached
residential communities. Instead, fire managers opted to continue allowing natural, lowintensity fire growth to slowly and safely move east.
Meanwhile, crews began preparing Palmer Creek Road and nearby residences for
structural protection and fire containment. On August 31, a Level 2 Evacuation Notice
was issued for area residents as the fire spotted ahead and began backing down the
eastern flank of Billy Mountain, into the Applegate River. Structural protection and
assessment also began with crews visiting homes and preparing home protection plans.
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On the evening of September 2, fire
crews lit tactical ignitions at the top of
previously thinned fuel reduction units
above Palmer Creek Road and backed
the fire in a controlled manner towards
the residential community below.
On September 3, under a heavy
inversion, crews began tying in the last
portion of fireline. Aided by tactical
firing, crews brought the fire down to
Palmer Creek Road at the northeastern
margin of the fire at low to moderate
Fire crews backed the Burnt Peak Fire into the rural community
severity. By September 4, fire growth
in the Upper Applegate on the evening of September 2, 2017.
had stopped and fire weather moderated
allowing for containment of the Burnt Peak Fire. Suppression crews held the fire on
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existing roads and containment lines while interior islands continued to burn. In total the
Burnt Peak Fire burned 4,266 acres in the Palmer and Kinney Creek watersheds.
2

Fire Severity & Mosaic
The Burnt Peak Fire was the lowest elevation fire in the Miller Complex, burning in
foothill woodlands of deciduous oak, live oak, knobcone pine, madrone, and chaparral,
intermixed with forests of Douglas fir and ponderosa pine. The fire also burned into the
forested riparian areas along Kinney Creek and Palmer Creek.
Heavy atmospheric inversion heavily influenced the Burnt Peak Fire during the majority
of the fire period. The inversion trapped smoke and humidity, limited air movement and
reduced ambient air temperatures, dampening the fire effects. Fire behavior was
predicated by local weather conditions and topography, with fuel loading only minimally
contributing to fire intensity, severity or rate of spread. The result was a mixed-severity
fire mosaic with a significant low-severity component. The Burnt Peak Fire was 67% low
severity or unburned, 28% moderate severity and 4% high severity.
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Much of the low-severity fire occurred on north-facing slopes, in canyon bottoms and in
mature or late-seral habitat conditions. The fire burned into mature and late-seral, mixed
conifer forests along Palmer and Kinney Creek. In many locations, brushy understory
species, ground fuels and leaf litter burned beneath old Douglas fir, ponderosa pine,
bigleaf maple and madrone. Large portions of fire were contained by backing the fire at
low severity into the riparian areas along Palmer and Kinney Creek where the fire
extinguished with minimal levels of intervention.
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The common factor between nearly all of the low-severity fire in the Miller Complex was
favorable weather conditions, and the Burnt Peak Fire was no exception. Even habitats
including extreme fuel loading and low fire resistance burned at low severity if local
weather conditions were moderating fire behavior.
1,2

In other locations, when inversions lifted or the winds blew, the Burnt Peak Fire burned
at high or moderate severity. In these areas, much of the vegetation was scorched by
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convective heat. These habitats did include some mature conifer forests, but most often
consisted of chaparral, mixed hardwood forests and knobcone pine stands, adapted to
high-severity fire effects.
The Burnt Peak Fire did demonstrate somewhat elevated levels of fire severity in late
August, as the fire backed into the Applegate River. In particular, under a “red flag
warning” on August 31 and September 1, the fire burned at elevated levels of intensity,
due to gusty east to northeast winds and poor overnight humidity recovery.
1,2

The Burnt Peak Fire also burned at higher severity in areas that had been thinned and
intentionally backburned by firefighting personnel as the fire backed into Palmer Creek
Road and the Upper Applegate Valley. These intentionally lit backburns were effective at
safely containing the fire and protecting the nearby community, but they also burned at
mostly moderate severity, creating more tree mortality than much of the adjacent fire
mosaic.
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Impacts of Past Forest Management on Fire Behavior
Past forest management, excluding fire suppression, has impacted only a small portion of
the Burnt Peak Fire area, and much of the fire burned in relatively intact native plant
communities located within the Collings-Kinney Inventoried Roadless Area. Fire effects
in the Burnt Peak Fire were largely moderated by weather and heavy smoke inversions;
past forest management activities had little impact on fire behavior.
Some conifer plantation stands did burn in the Burnt Peak Fire, mostly on the ridgeline
southeast of Burnt Peak, in upper Palmer Creek and on the north slopes of Kinney
Mountain. Although fire prone and fuel choked, these stands largely burned during very
favorable weather conditions and sustained low- to moderate-severity fire effects.

A portion of the backburn lit at the top of a large fuel
reduction unit above Palmer Creek Road. The backburn
burned at elevated levels of severity due to ignition patterns
and excessive activity slash.

Portions of the fire also burned
through fuel reduction treatments
recently implemented in the RRSNF’s Upper Applegate Road Project.
Many of these areas were thinned and
pile-burned, but were not treated with
prescribed fire prior to the Burnt Peak
Fire. They also contained elevated
levels of heavy downed fuels, created
by felling and leaving thousands of
small trees on the forest floor during
fuel reduction operations. In general,
these thinned areas tended to burn at
elevated levels of severity, with
significant levels of tree mortality.
They were also intentionally
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backburned by fire suppression crews, suggesting, in this instance, that ignition patterns
may have contributed significantly to fire severity.
Fire Suppression Impacts
Fireline Creation
The Burnt Peak Fire was contained utilizing existing Forest Service roads, non-system
roads and riparian areas. Large portions of fire were contained by backing the fire at low
severity into the riparian areas along Palmer Creek. As the fire approached the streams
and hit the higher humidity of the riparian areas, it self-extinguished with minimal levels
of intervention. The utilization of riparian areas as fireline, with little to no pretreatment,
allowed for extremely low-impact fireline creation on much of the Burnt Peak Fire.
In other locations, existing Forest Service roads were used to contain the fire. This
includes the southeast perimeter on road 1090, as well as the southwest perimeter on road
1090-850. The western perimeter near Burnt Peak includes a combination of previously
impassable, non-system road that was bulldozed during the fire, and a series of handline
dropping north from Burnt Peak to road 1095. The eastern perimeter also includes
existing road and handline.
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The largest impact associated with fireline construction was the bulldozing of a nonsystem road on the ridgeline south of Burnt Peak and along the boundary of the CollingsKinney Inventoried Roadless Area. The old, overgrown road was impassable before
dozers opened it for use as fireline. It is also not approved for motorized use in the Motor
Vehicle Use Map for the RR-SNF. Following suppression operations, the old road was
not adequately closed, additional rock or debris is needed at its intersection with road
1090-850. More care should be taken to close this fireline to potential OHV trespass.
It is also recommended that this fireline be maintained in an open condition with
prescribed fire or the occasional brushing. This would allow the ridgeline to be used in
future fire suppression activities without requiring additional bulldozing and excessive
soil disturbance. A non-motorized trail to Burnt Peak could be maintained along the
ridgeline in order to provide a new recreational opportunity and a permanent, low-impact
fireline for use in future wildfire management.
The Burnt Peak Fire is an example of responsible fireline creation using existing
infrastructure and natural barriers. We applaud the fire managers focused on suppression
actions with a high probability of success, low levels of exposure to firefighting
personnel and minimal environmental impacts. In general, fireline impacts associated
with the Burnt Peak Fire were minimal. The use of existing roads and the sensitive use of
riparian areas, minimized environmental impacts associated with fireline construction
throughout most of the fire perimeter.
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Backburning
Firing operations began on August 20, tying handline from Burnt Peak into road 1095.
Firing was minimal and mostly utilized to keep up with the natural spread of the fire as it
marched down Palmer Creek. Occasional firing occurred in the Palmer Creek drainage
until August 27, bringing the fire north and east to containment lines. The effects of
backburning or tactical firing on this portion of the fire are indistinguishable from the
natural fire mosaic, resulting in highly beneficial effects.
On August 31, the Burnt Peak Fire spotted east of Billy Mountain and became
established directly above the Upper Applegate Valley. Fire managers began preparing
for backburning operations at the top of units previously thinned in the Upper Applegate
Road Project (UAR). The plan was to light the previously treated units and back the fire
down to Palmer Creek Road. The intentionally lit fires would serve to check fire spread
and bring the fire down to the community in a more controlled manner.
A few days later, on the evening of September 2, with the fire burning at very low
intensity, fire crews began to implement their plan. The operation was a safe and
effective fire suppression action, but the tactical ignitions also appear to have slightly
increased fire severity, creating increased levels of tree mortality. The effects may be
associated with ignition patterns and increased fuel loading from activity slash created in
the UAR Project. The heavy activity fuels may have increased fire intensity, soil heating
and residence time creating elevated levels of tree mortality.
Although the effects of this intentional
ignition contained somewhat elevated
levels of severity, the overall effect is
beneficial and blends with the larger
post-fire mosaic. At the time, the firing
operation begain the fire itself was
burning naturally at lower severity in
narrows strips, backing down the
mountain. The fire could have been
allowed to approach the community
more naturally and with better results.
The land may have been better served
Mixed-severity fire effects in the area backburned
and the nearby community protected by
by fire suppression crews above Palmer Creek Road.
simply allowing naturally moving
fingers of fire to drop into the valley at their own pace.
In general, the use of tactical firing on the Burnt Peak Fire is an example of responsible
and effective fire management. Crews used tactical ignitions to increase their potential of
successful containment, but utilized fire in a sparing and deliberate way that reduced
unnatural high-severity effects and large, stand-replacing fire events.
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Retardant Use
The use of fire retardant was fairly limited in the Burnt Peak Fire, but the westernmost
perimeter was heavily doused in fire retardant as the fire expanded on August 18. Crews
had opened the non-system road south of Burnt Peak with dozers and worked to hold the
line with heavy applications of fire retardant. The use of fire retardant was limited and
targeted on ridgelines with little potential for contamination of nearby streams.
2

Conclusions
The Burnt Peak Fire was a beneficial, natural fire event, with characteristic fire effects.
The fire was managed responsibly by RR-SNF staff, who worked to safely and
effectively contain the fire and protect nearby communities while reducing unnecessary
fire suppression impacts.
The use of riparian areas, with minimal intervention, and the use of existing Forest
Service roads drastically reduced the impact of fireline construction. The patient and
methodical use of tactical firing created beneficial fire effects. In general, the results of
management on the Burnt Peak Fire were restorative in nature and demonstrate that large
portions of the Applegate Valley foothills could be effectively managed with wildland
and prescribed fire.

Low severity, understory fire effects were common in the late successional forest
habitats in both Kinney and Palmer Creek canyons.

The low-elevation
habitats that burned in
the Burnt Peak Fire are
often assumed to burn at
uncharacteristically high
levels of severity due to
missed fire cycles and
increased fuel loads.
Contrary to these
assumptions, the fire
burned in a healthy
mosaic, consuming
understory fuel loads and
recycling biomass into
mineral rich ash. Large
portions of the Burnt
Peak Fire behaved like a
slow moving prescribed
fire, including large

areas with low severity, understory fire effects.
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Chapter 2: Creedence Fire

Looking across the Creedence Fire and the O’Brien Creek Watershed from near the summit of Grayback Mountain.

Significant Fire Weather and Events
The Creedence Fire started on August 14 in the canyon of Bigelow Creek, a tributary of
Carberry Creek’s Sturgis Fork. Two separate lightning strikes started small fires, one at
the headwaters of Bigelow Creek and another about half way down the canyon towards
Sturgis Creek. Together they became known as the Creedence Fire.
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The Creedence Fire initially burned more actively than the other fires in the complex. By
August 17, the fire had reached 800 acres. As smoke inversions lifted and the winds
shifted on August 18, the fire became far more active, jumping to 1,600 acres. By August
21, the fire was 2,175 acres and was established on both the east and west side of the
Grayback Range, in both the Applegate and Illinois River Watersheds.
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At the same time, the fire was backing at low severity towards the bottom of the Bigelow
Creek and the O’Brien Creek drainages in the Applegate River watershed. The fire was
also burning west, into Little Creek in the Illinois River watershed. The fire was backing,
rolling out and making short uphill runs.
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Containment lines had been prepared along O’Brien Creek and O’Brien Creek Road
(road 1005) in the upper portions of Carberry Creek. Crews were also catching the fire
along Sturgis Fork Road (road 1020) and Bigelow Creek Road (road 1020-500) Another
fireline was being prepared along Road 4611 on the western perimeter.
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On August 22, in direct violation of District Ranger Donna Mickley’s order to protect
roadless area and botanical values with Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST),
fire crews built unauthorized dozerline in the Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless Area. The
fireline was built without authorization from Ranger Mickley, the Regional Forester or
review from Resource Advisors (READS). The dozerline was built up a forested
ridgeline north of Little Creek up to the rocky western flank of Grayback Mountain. The
unauthorized dozerline cut through intact old-growth forest, and despite its significant
ecological impact, it was never used as a containment feature.
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From August 22 to August 27, crews continued to focus on securing the western
perimeter, building handline and implementing tactical ignitions to stay ahead of the fire
as it dropped towards containment lines on Road 4611.
By August 30, the fire had been slowly and steadily approaching containment lines to the
west. On the northern perimeter, O’Brien Creek was being used as a natural fireline,
aided by complex sprinkler systems and hose lays. The sprinkler systems kept fuels moist
in key locations and hose lays allowed for the use of water to cool the fire and moisten
fuels adjacent to the fireline.
By September 1, complex sprinkler systems had been installed at the northwest perimeter
along O’Brien Creek Meadows and up towards the Boundary Trail. Firing operations in
Little Creek were also completed with satisfactory low-severity fire effects. In some areas
mop-up operations had begun, cooling the edges of the fire along successful containment
lines. The fire smoldered inside containment lines for weeks with little fire growth and
was declared contained at 2,135 acres.
Fire Severity & Mosaic
The Creedence Fire was the most moderate fire in the Miller Complex. 86% of the
Creedence Fire was either unburned or burned at low severity, while 9% of the fire
burned at moderate severity and 5% at high severity.
4
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Fire effects were extremely minimal, with the vast majority of the fire burning at low
severity, especially in the Little Creek and O’Brien Creek watersheds. Forests of varying
ages, compositions, stand densities, fuel profiles and structural conditions burned at low
severity throughout the fire area. Nearly all the old, fire-resistant forest in the Creedence
Fire burned in the understory, clearing back fuel and maintaining canopy conditions.
Heavy atmospheric inversion layers influenced the Creedence Fire, reducing ambient air
temperatures, trapping humidity, limiting air movement and minimizing fire severity.
Smoke from the Miller Complex and the nearby Chetco Bar Fire blanketed the area for
nearly the entire fire period, significantly moderating fire intensity.
The Creedence Fire also burned at mostly high elevations, relatively early in the fire
season. The record setting snow loads of 2017 had melted, but high levels of fuel
moisture likely played a role in limiting fire severity and rate of spread during the
Creedence Fire.
Where high-severity fire did occur, it
did so in ecosystems where highseverity fire is both healthy and
beneficial, such as montane chaparral,
knobcone pine, high elevation conifer
forests and fire-mediated hardwood
stands. These plant communities are
dependent on the occasional high
intensity fire for their health and
reproduction. They do not build natural
fire resistance and also tend to colonize
burn scars quickly.
South-facing slopes above Sturgis Creek containing
scattered ponderosa pine, knobcone pine and montane
chaparral sustained the fire’s only stand-replacing fire
effects. These plant communities are dependent on high- and
moderate-severity fire for regeneration and to maintain
vigor.

The Creedence Fire burned well within
the natural range of variation for mixedseverity fire in the Siskiyou Mountains.
The dense smoke inversions, naturally
fire-resistant forests, and favorable weather conditions created largely low-severity fire
effects with minimal tree mortality or fire induced soil damage.
Impacts of Past Forest Management on Fire Behavior
The vast majority of the Creedence Fire was located in the Kangaroo Inventoried
Roadless Roadless Area. By and large, the landscape has not been subjected to industrial
forest management. One small section of the fire, at the bottom of Bigelow Creek and a
few locations adjacent to Sturgis Creek, contained plantation stands with unnaturally
dense and homogeneous stand conditions. The fire burned through these portions of the
fire under a heavy smoke inversion and burned at low severity. Past management played
little role in influencing fire behavior or severity on the Creedence Fire.
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Fire Suppression Impacts
Fireline Creation
The Creedence Fire was contained using a combination of handline, existing road, and
hiking trail, in addition to the use of riparian areas and wet meadow habitat for fireline.
Much of the fire was managed responsibly with low-impact and innovative containment
features, such as complex sprinkler systems, to avoid soil disturbance in wet meadow
habitats and riparian areas.
Roughly 1.5 miles of unauthorized dozerline was built in the Kangaroo Inventoried
Roadless Area without approval from the local district ranger, regional forester or
Resource Advisors (READS). It was also built in direct violation of Ranger Mickley’s
order to implement MIST in Inventoried Roadless Area. This unauthorized dozerline was
built through beautiful old-growth forest on the ridge between Little Creek and Windy
Creek and was never utilized for fire containment. Dozers were also used to reopen a
formerly decommissioned road in the Sturgis Creek watershed (rd. 1005-300) as the
northeastern fireline.
1

Along O’Brien Creek, on the northern fire perimeter, the Creedence Fire was allowed to
back at low intensity into O’Brien Creek were the fire naturally self-extinguished. In
other portions, the O’Brien Creek Trail was utilized as fireline with minimal impact.
Crews also installed complex sprinkler systems along meadow-like sections of O’Brien
Creek to keep fuels moist and unburnable, without having to disturb soils and create
turbidity by physically digging fireline.
Higher on the slopes, at the headwaters of O’Brien Creek, crews used large rock outcrops
along with the long, sloping glades and wet meadows at O’Brien Creek Meadows, as
natural barriers. The wet meadows and rocky, high mountain habitat created an effective
firebreak with little to no associated impact.
Backburning
Backburning operations on the Creedence Fire were conducted responsibly, creating lowto moderate-severity fire effects. The vast majority of the backburning conducted on the
Creedence Fire occurred on Little Creek, as crews backed the fire down the mountain
under ideal weather conditions. Crews worked to apply just enough fire to keep pace with
natural fire spread, but did not increase fire severity. Overall, the use of fire was minimal
and beneficial.
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Fire Retardant
Fire retardant has unknown proprietary chemicals and is known to be toxic to aquatic
organisms. For this reason, streams, wetlands, rivers and lakes are identified as
“avoidance zones” where fire retardant application is prohibited. In the Creedence Fire, a
significant misapplication occurred in wetlands at the headwaters of O’Brien Creek.
A significant amount of fire retardant was utilized on August 21, to slow the spread of a
small spot fire on the north side of O’Brien Creek Meadows. This spot fire became
known as the Bigelow Fire. Retardant was applied to forest and wet meadow habitat
punctuated by high mountain springs at the headwaters of O’Brien Creek. By fall, it was
still very apparent that fire retardant had been misapplied in these wetlands. In fact, the
entire 90-acre Bigelow Fire was doused in retardant, including wetlands, springs,
headwater streams and wet meadows.
Due to large wet meadows at the headwaters of O’Brien Creek, the Bigelow Fire never
merged with the main body of the Creedence Fire, The wet meadows created a broad,
natural barrier, separating the two fires and aiding in fire containment. In many ways
retardant application was both ecologically damaging and practically unnecessary.
Large volumes of retardant were also dumped on the rocky ridgeline south of Grayback
Meadows. Crews attempted to douse the ridge, keeping the fire within the Sturgis Creek
watershed, but without actual fireline the fire jumped the ridgeline and burned into
O’Brien Creek despite the use of fire retardant.
Conclusions

Despite having no recent fire history for over 100 years, the majority of
the Creedence Fire burned at low severity in the understory beneath
towering old-growth and late successional forest in the Kangaroo
Inventoried Roadless Area.

The Creedence Fire burned in
a natural, mixed-severity fire
mosaic. Fire behavior
throughout the fire period was
influenced by atmospheric
inversions and favorable fire
weather. Despite having no
recent fire history, habitats
that had not burned in over
100 years sustained mostly
low- to moderate-severity fire
effects. Weather played a
prominent role in moderating
fire intensity, while fuel
loading and stand density were
insignificant factors.
Management of the Creedence
Fire included creative, low-
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impact fireline construction, the use of natural barriers, minimal use of tactical firing
operations, and significant handline construction. Crews largely allowed the fire to burn
naturally while safely and effectively containing the fire. The direct impact of fire
suppression activities was effectively mitigated by fire managers, leading to positive
outcomes and fire containment. A combination of responsible fire management, favorable
fire weather and a persistent smoke inversion kept fire severity minimal throughout the
fire area.
Despite the many positive aspects of the Creedence Fire, it is troubling that unauthorized
dozerline was built in the Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless Area. Although fire managers
identified the protection of roadless area values as a high priority in the Creedence Fire,
on-the-ground crews disregarded these recommendations. This fireline was bulldozed
without the prerequisite consultation with Resource Advisors who identify rare plant
populations, wildlife, sensitive soils, and/or cultural sites. The dozerline was also never
utilized for fire containment and was essentially built as an extremely damaging
contingency line.
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Chapter 3: Abney Fire

A view west from near Scraggy Mountain across the Abney Fire and the Condrey Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area.
The northeastern portion of the Abney Fire burned at predominantly low severity through the vast old-growth forests of
Dutch and Elliott Creeks.

Significant Fire Weather and Events
The Abney Fire began on August 14, as three separate fires on the Middle Fork of the
Applegate River. The Seattle Fire began above Seattle Bar in the Stricklin Butte Roadless
Area, west of the Middle Fork. Meanwhile, the Cook Fire began on lower Cook and
Green Creek, and the Abney Fire began in the Lick Gulch watershed. Both the Cook and
Abney Fires started in the Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless Area, east of the Middle Fork.
From the beginning, these were wilderness fires, burning in rugged, inaccessible terrain.
Initial attempts were made at containment of the Seattle Fire, but direct attack proved
dangerous and ineffective. The Cook Fire was unstaffed and the Abney Fire was burning
in such difficult terrain that only indirect actions were considered, and for many days the
fire remained unstaffed.
With fire on both sides of the Middle Fork canyon and direct attack out of the question, it
quickly became clear that wildfire would be backing into the river, making the Middle
Fork of the Applegate River the center of the blaze.
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The Seattle Fire on the evening of August 18, 2017, after
making its first big run from 12 to 500 acres.

On August 18, the fires made their first
big runs. As the inversion lifted, residual
fuel moisture from the thunderstorm five
days before had evaporated and afternoon
winds shifted from the northeast to the
northwest, triggering fire growth. The
Seattle Fire grew from 12 acres to 500
acres and the Abney Fire grew from 35
acres to 1,000 acres. All fires were 0%
contained and the fires (along with the
Creedence and Burnt Peak Fires) were
declared a “complex,” bringing in federal
fire management teams and more
firefighting personnel and resources.

By August 19, over 400 personnel were assigned to the Miller Complex Fire and a heavy
smoke inversion had again moderated fire activity. The fires were now growing due to
rollout of burning debris, limited uphill runs and lateral fire spread. Fire behavior
consisted of smoldering, creeping and low-severity fire effects. The fires settled into a
pattern of heavy inversion, minimal air movement, high relative humidity and low
ambient temperatures.
2

On August 23, fire managers held a public meeting and announced suppression priorities
for the Miller Complex Fire. District Ranger Donna Mickley, from the Siskiyou
Mountains Ranger District, identified three key objectives, including health and human
safety, the protection of private property, and the protection of Inventoried Roadless
Areas and Botanical Areas with the implementation of Minimum Impact Suppression
Tactics (MIST). Despite these objectives, fire crews had already built two unauthorized
dozerlines, one on the Creedence Fire that entered the Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless
Area. and one on the Seattle Fire near Stricklin Butte and Bear Wallow Ridge in the
Stricklin Butte Roadless Area.
That evening after the community meeting, as the inversion lifted and the smoke finally
cleared, residents at Joe Bar, a small off-grid community adjacent to the fire area,
reported that the Abney Fire had jumped Lick Mountain and entered the Elliott Creek
watershed directly above the community.
Although the fires were still burning slowly, on August 26, fire managers issued a level 1
Evacuation Notice for portions of Palmer Creek Road, Upper Applegate Road, Carberry
Creek Road and Elliott Creek Road. A heavy smoke inversion hung over the entire area.
Smoke from the Miller Complex Fire, Chetco Bar Fire and the wildfires in the Klamath
River watershed filled the deep canyons, reducing temperatures, trapping humidity,
limiting air movement and reducing fire severity.
Crews began preparing Cook and Green Pass Road (Rd. 1055) as fireline directly above
the community of Joe Bar, but quickly lost containment due to rollout on the east face of
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Lick Mountain and near Bloomfield Pass. The slopes were simply too steep and forested
for a mid-slope road to hold the fire. Crews fell back to the Elliott Creek canyon and
began preparing the community of Joe Bar for structural protection as the fire backed into
the deep, forested canyon.
The Cook, Seattle and Abney Fires had merged and were now known collectively as the
Abney Fire. With portions of the fire now burning in the Elliott Creek, Joe Creek and
Middle Fork watersheds, some of the most remote and difficult terrain in the Applegate
Watershed, a containment strategy was problematic. To the south, only the summits of
the Siskiyou Crest offered an opportunity for safe or effective fireline construction.
Crews began preparing Joe Creek Road (Rd. 1060) as fireline, from Joe Bar to the old
Blue Ledge Mine, as the fire backed into Joe Creek. Meanwhile, on its western perimeter,
the fire was burning towards Stricklin Butte where crews conducted tactical firing ahead
of the fire.
On August 28, the inversion lifted slightly and fire activity increased. Crews reported that
backburning operations along Joe Creek Road were keeping the fire in check, until that
afternoon, when a large convection column sent embers high into the air and across the
containment line along Joe Creek Road. Small spot fires were spread up to ½ mile from
the head of the fire in Joe Creek canyon and jumped into the crowns on the west face of
Nabob Ridge. In patches, the fire burned in the crowns of trees until roughly 11:00 PM,
reaching to nearly the summit of Nabob Ridge above the Blue Ledge Mine, the fire then
died back down for the remainder of the night.
On August 29, a heavy inversion completely blocked out the sun, reducing temperatures
in the Elliott Creek canyon to a high of 70 degrees, when typically the temperature in
August would be over 90 degrees. The low-lying smoke had also trapped unusually high
levels of relative humidity in the canyon, reducing intensity and rate of spread as the fire
backed into the small community of Joe Bar. Crews patiently let the fire drop into the
canyon, self-extinguishing at Elliott Creek and burning adjacent to a few homes on lower
Joe Creek Road. All structures and homes in Joe Bar made it through the fire without
damage. Crews helped the fire back down the hill with minimal strategic firing, but
mostly the fire came to them, slowly and naturally, as the fire backed downhill. Fire
managers limited the use of tactical firing in the Elliott Creek canyon in order to reduce
the risk of unintended uphill runs.
On the western flank of the fire crews were building handline and dozerline on Bear
Wallow Ridge, while the fire burned across Whisky Creek in the canyon below. On the
southern flank in the Red Buttes Wilderness and Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless Area,
the fire was building some steam. Although hung up on natural barriers in the rocky,
moist drainage of Echo Canyon, the wind and terrain had become aligned in upper Cook
and Green Creek and the fire began to run uphill towards Cook and Green Pass. With the
southern flank of the fire approaching the Siskiyou Crest, crews from both the RR-SNF
and KNF began assessing the PCT for containment options.
7
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Klamath National Forest crews backburned Cook and Green Pass and
Copper Butte during extreme weather conditions, contributing to the large
high-severity run between August 31 and September 5.

On August 31, under a “red flag
warning” for poor humidity
recovery and gusty east to
northeast winds, crews from the
KNF began firing operations
near Cook and Green Pass and
on Copper Butte. They were
attempting to “burnout” the
unburned fuel north of Cook
and Green Pass before the fire
funneled through Cook and
Green Pass. Comments on ICS214 forms from RR-SNF fire
personnel questioned the
success or results of the burnout
operations due to high easterly
winds, hot, dry conditions and a
lack of air support.
3

During the backburning operations winds became gusty and pushed the fire over Copper
Butte, forcing three KNF crews to abandon their positions. Hose lays, portable water
tanks and water pumps near Copper Butte were reportedly burned up in the process and
the fire quickly advanced across the PCT towards Seiad Valley in a large plume and
terrain-driven run aided by irresponsible burnout operations. By the evening of
September 1, the fire was established in upper Seiad and Horse Creeks. These burnout
operations were conducted as a last-ditch effort, during unfavorable weather conditions
and had unfortunate consequences.
2,3

By September 3, the fire had jumped the Siskiyou Crest from Cook and Green Pass, east
to Slaughterhouse Flat. Crews were reopening firelines from the 2012 Fort Complex Fire
west of Seiad Valley and the 2016 Gap Fire to the east of Seiad Valley above Horse
Creek. Crews also reinforced road 46N50, directly above the community of Seiad Valley,
creating a vital fireline above the ranches and homesteads along Seiad Creek and in the
Horse Creek watershed.
Crews continued to hold and burnout along 46N50 above Seiad Valley. Backburning
operations continued from the road until September 5, with vast swaths of high-severity
fire located above the KNF ignition locations. The burning and fireline preparation had
aided fire containment and thwarted its forward movement towards Seiad Valley, but it
had also contributed to the largest contiguous swath of fire-killed trees and vegetation in
the Abney Fire.
1,2,7
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As the fire rapidly spread to
the south, it burned through
a variety of habitats,
including windswept
peridotite-influenced
vegetation, dense stands of
resinous chaparral, Jeffery
pine savannah and the
largest population of Baker’s
cypress (Hesperocyparis
bakeri) in the Siskiyou
Mountains. The fire also
burned at high severity
through forests subjected to
post-fire logging after the
1987 Fort Copper Fire that
The rugged southern face of the Siskiyou Crest contains large areas of
montane chaparral and habitat for Baker’s cypress. The high-severity fire
had been replanted with
effects will rejuvenate these fire dependent plant communities.
dense tree plantations. These
tree plantations fueled, highintensity fire, spread by gusty winds and low humidity. The tree plantations were
consumed at predominantly high severity as the fire backed towards Seiad Valley and
merged with the KNF firing operations.
In the Applegate watershed the fire also made short runs on the northwest flank towards
Whisky Peak, where crews utilized tactical firing, retardant drops, dozerline and
reinforced roads for fireline. Crews had burned to the Whisky Peak Botanical Area
boundary by the evening of September 2, creating a low-severity black line along road
1035-350 near Whisky Peak.
3

North of the Siskiyou Crest, the fire burned slowly in the deep forests of Elliott, Joe and
Dutch Creek. The inversion held while the fire backed and flanked slowly to the east,
through the Condrey Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area and towards an isolated, uncut
private timber parcel on the north slope of Black Mountain. The parcel is owned by the
Fruit Growers Supply Company (FGS). FGS is an industrial timber company with vast
holdings in the eastern Siskiyou Mountains. East of the fire area, on the flank of the
Siskiyou Crest, is a checkerboard of private timberland also owned by FGS. This
checkerboard of private industrial forestland played a huge role in influencing the
management of the eastern flank of the Abney Fire.
CalFire crews never showed up to talk to or help the Siskiyou County, California
community of Joe Bar when the Abney Fire backed into their residences; however, once
private timberland was threatened they became very active in managing the eastern flank
of the fire. CalFire’s assistance had been offered by FGS and they immediately began to
heavily staff the fire and advocate for private timber interests. CalFire and FGS were
pushing fire managers towards increasingly damaging and dangerous suppression actions
8
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with little likelihood of success. Together, CalFire and FGS frantically pushed for
containment in the Dutch Creek watershed, west of the FGS private land checkerboard.
FGS began submitting proposed firelines to the Incident Command Team, advocating for
aggressive fire suppression. They identified three potential firelines: 1) A dozerline on
Nabob Ridge, running along the Tin Cup Trail through the Condrey Mountain
Inventoried Roadless Area. B) A handline west of their Black Mountain parcel on
extremely steep mountainous slopes. C) A dozerline from Elliott Creek to Scraggy
Mountain and the PCT on the eastern side of Dutch Creek.
Fire crews soon began fording Elliott Creek at the site of a historic bridge and they
reopened the long-closed Dutch Creek Road (Rd. 1065). Fire crews also began building
fireline from Elliott Creek to Scraggy Mountain along a big, forested ridge dividing
Dutch Creek from Studhorse Creek, just as FGS proposed. Roughly six miles of
dozerline was built on this ridgeline through a mixture of private timberland and Forest
Service land. The fireline was built specifically to protect FGS timberland from the
Abney Fire. Small portions of the fireline, including the highest elevation portions in the
Condrey Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area near Onion Flat, were built as handline.
Publicly, fire managers were proposing to back the fire into Dutch Creek where the fire
might extinguish itself like it had been doing on nearby Elliott Creek, but they also
prepared dozerline up to Scraggy Mountain. The Scraggy Mountain dozerline was built
as contingency line with the intent to protect FGS timberland to the east. The Scraggy
Mountain dozerline was built on highly erosive schist soils and cost taxpayers huge sums
of money, with six 20-person handcrews, numerous contract fellers and bulldozers
working for weeks to build and staff the fireline. This dozerline was considered the last
option for containment.
With this plan in full swing, FGS and CalFire now began pushing fire managers to
consider building highly dangerous and ineffective firelines through the Condrey
Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area to protect the uncut and currently inaccessible
Black Mountain parcel. The parcel is a spectacular old-growth forest and includes a
portion of the only Pacific silver fir stands in the Siskiyou Mountains.
Between September 6 and September 10, under favorable weather conditions, including
high humidity and short periods of rain, the Abney Fire backed at low severity into the
Elliott Creek canyon between Joe Bar and Dutch Creek. The backing fire created a vast
understory fire, burning beneath the canyon’s old-growth forests at low severity.
On September 8, fire managers officially proposed to build handline on exceptionally
steep slopes adjacent to the Black Mountain parcel in the Condrey Mountain Inventoried
Roadless Area. The goal of the fireline was to protect FGS timber. The proposal was
extremely dangerous to firefighting personnel and had very little potential for success. On
September 11, despite the significant risks, the La Grande Hotshots were sent into the
area to begin handline construction. The La Grande Hotshots refused the assignment,
stating significant safety concerns. Instead, CalFire sent in two crews, including one crew
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of prison inmates, and began building the dangerous, highly ineffective fireline. The
construction of this fireline created significant safety risks to firefighting personnel,
leaving little opportunity for escape if the fire blew up, offering no safety zone, and
creating significant risks due to the steep, rugged terrain and massive, old-growth forests.
3

Again, on September 15, federal crews refused a “request from Calfire” to build handline
and fall snags on steep, unstable slopes in the West Fork of Dutch Creek on the Black
Mountain Fireline. The crew boss identified safety hazards associated with “terrain,
snags, and potential for rollout being an extreme safety hazard to not only the crews but
to himself.” CalFire sent in crews despite the concern of fire managers and felled oldgrowth snags on pristine national forest lands. They also removed vegetation and large
woody debris from the stream channel of the West Fork of Dutch Creek.
3

While working this
fireline CalFire crews
began defying orders
from fire managers and
attacking slopovers in
extremely dangerous
terrain. By September
16, ICS-214 forms show
that fire managers were
“not comfortable with
the span of control in
Dutch Creek and
Medivac” and that they
are “done putting in
handline on Dutch Creek
and want no more people
in there”. That
Fire managers built extremely dangerous handline to protect the FGS Black
afternoon, the fireline
Mountain Parcel from the Abney Fire. In the end, the fireline burned over and the
failed and the fire
ancient forests on the Black Mountain Parcel burned as a low severity, understory
crossed the West Fork of
fire.
Dutch Creek. The
fireline built by CalFire, specifically for FGS, was not only highly dangerous to
construct, but proved ineffective and a waste of taxpayer dollars.
3

Two days later, on September 18, rain fell across the fire area. Rain also fell across the
fire area on September 19. In fact, fire weather remained favorable for much of
September as the Abney Fire backed through much of the Dutch Creek watershed and
continued backing into the Middle Fork of the Applegate River.
By early October the Abney Fire was all but out across the fire area, except in the Dutch
Creek drainage. In many locations, the fire burned into the Dutch Creek drainage and
self-extinguished in the riparian area as fire managers had originally planned. Although
burning at low severity, falling snags crossed Dutch Creek, spreading fire east of the
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stream and compromising containment. The fire continued burning uphill towards
Scraggy Mountain and crews responded by building dozerline and handline that tied into
road 1065-140. Water and retardant drops were also implemented to keep the fire in
check. For a few short days, the fire’s eastern movement was checked by firelines.
2

On October 8, spot fires were established east of these new containment lines and
incorporated into burnout operations. Both efforts failed to stop the fire’s eastern spread.
Despite efforts to contain the fire, it continued burning unchecked to the south and east,
towards Scraggy Mountain, the Siskiyou Crest and Dutch Creek Road (road 1065).
On October 11, wind gusts of 25 miles per hour pushed the fire east, and again during
wind driven events on October 13, the fire jumped the Scraggy Mountain dozerline. Built
as a double contingency, the Scraggy Mountain dozerline had failed to contain the fire.
The stubborn, but slow-moving Abney Fire had passed up yet another fireline and was
continuing its eastern march. Despite fall conditions, favorable overnight humidity
recovery and moderate weather conditions, the fire continued burning to the east in
extremely rugged terrain.
1,2

The Abney Fire had been burning for two months and was still only 86% contained. Most
other fires in the region had been extinguished, but the Abney Fire, although almost never
raging, had continued to burn late into the fall. Repeatedly, burning material and rolling
debris had fallen across containment lines and it did so again on the incredibly steep
slopes northwest of Scraggy Mountain. Crews built a “debris fence” of chicken wire and
metal fencing to catch rolling material on the 1065 road. The debris fence was built on a
steep, rocky cliff with a road etched into it. The fence was built to catch and hold rolling
embers and reduce the potential for yet another fireline failure.
On October 18, despite the best efforts of fire crews and the creative line construction
techniques employed, rollout breeched the debris fence and started two spot fires below
road 1065 on exceptionally steep, rocky slopes and in heavy forest. With the use of
helicopters, hoselays, portable water tanks and hotshot crews, handline was built around
these spot fires, bring them once again into containment.
On the same day, crews began installing 2.7 miles of hoselay from Scraggy Mountain to
the Siskiyou Crest. Despite the prediction of season-ending weather events, crews began
preparing for a large-scale burnout operation from the Siskiyou Crest to Scraggy
Mountain.
On October 19, three inches of snow fell in the upper elevations and heavy rain fell
across the entire fire area. Natural weather events lit the fire in mid-August and finally
extinguished the Abney Fire in mid-October. Despite the tens of millions of dollars spent,
hundreds of workers, helicopters, and bulldozers employed, in addition to the significant
suppression related environmental impacts sustained in the effort, the Abney Fire was
finally extinguished by natural weather events, rather than fire suppression activities.
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Fire Severity & Mosaic
The Abney Fire burned for over two months in the remote backcountry of the Siskiyou
Mountains. Although almost never raging, the Abney Fire refused to stop burning until
three inches of snow blanketed the high country and extinguished the stubborn flames.
During that extended period, the fire burned through a variety of ecosystems with a
diversity of fire effects.
Despite much of the fire area having no recent fire history and having missed numerous
fire cycles to aggressive fire suppression, the Abney Fire burned in a characteristic
mixed-severity fire mosaic with significant low-severity fire effects.
Although many factors
influenced the wide diversity of
fire effects, including slope
position, management history,
exposure and local fire weather,
moderate fire weather was the
single largest factor influencing
the Abney Fire and minimizing
its severity. The heavy smoke
inversions trapped humidity,
lowered ambient air
temperatures, and reduced air
movement in the canyons of the
Upper Applegate River, creating
a very slow-moving, lowLarge portions of the Abney Fire burned at low severity through the
intensity fire. Much of the fire
old-growth forests in the Upper Applegate Watershed.
crept through the understory,
maintaining the complex forest canopy and late successional conditions prevalent on the
north slopes of the Siskiyou Crest.
Other locations burned at high and moderate severity, creating openings and/or thinning
forested stands. These locations are associated with lifting inversion layers, high winds,
uphill runs, elevated slope positions, southern exposures, relatively fire susceptible plant
associations and plantation stands.
Fire severity varied widely across the Abney Fire, creating complex patterns of mortality
among large blocks of closed, late successional forest. Throughout the fire area on both
KNF and RR-SNF land, fire severity was 64% low, 28% moderate and 8% high.
In the Applegate River Watershed and on the RR-SNF, the fire backed and flanked the
steep, rocky slopes, its forward movement influenced by rollout and the occasional uphill
run. Large swaths of old forest burned in the understory and much of the fire was a cool
understory fire with extremely beneficial fire effects. Fire severity in the Applegate
Watershed, was 79% low, 17% moderate, and 4% high severity. Much of the low severity
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fire took place in the canyon bottoms, on lower slope positions and on north, east, and
west facing slopes.
On south facing slopes and exposed ridges like Bear Wallow and Whisky Ridge, fire
behavior was elevated, especially when burning through chaparral, dense stands of live
oak, groves of knobcone pine and mixed hardwood stands. These species have evolved
with high- to moderate-severity fire and will regenerate quickly following even severe
wildfire events.

The Klamath River portions of the Abney Fire burned at much higher severity than in the adjacent Applegate River
Watershed portions. Increased fire severity can be attributed to management history, discretionary backburning and
more active fire weather. Numerous watersheds south of Copper Butte contained large plantation stands mixed with a
mosaic of older forest. These areas subsequently burned in large, stand-replacing mortality patches.

In the Klamath River watershed, the Abney Fire burned far less acreage, but took on a
very different character. The southern slopes of Copper Butte above Seiad and Horse
Creek burned at elevated levels of fire severity, creating relatively large swaths of standreplacing fire. The KNF portions of the fire were predominantly a moderate- and highseverity fire, creating roughly 3,000 acres of contiguous stand-replacing fire effects.
Fire severity on the KNF portion of the Abney Fire was 38% low, 48% moderate and
14% low severity. The levels of fire severity on the KNF included three times as much
high- and moderate-severity fire as other portions of the Abney Fire. Although not
unprecedented, the fire effects were unusual for the Klamath River watershed.
The Abney Fire in the Klamath River watershed was not an entirely natural event.
Instead, it was influenced heavily by anthropogenic activities such as previous logging,
previous plantation development, as well as discretionary firing operations during the fire
itself.
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The scale of high-severity fire was likely influenced by active fire weather, vegetation
mosaics, a southern exposure, previous forest management, the presence of large
plantation stands and discretionary fire suppression actions, especially backburning
operations. A variety of factors came into alignment, creating a perfect storm. The vast
plantation stands created after the 1987 Fort Copper Fire and irresponsible backburning
operations heavily influenced fire behavior and exaggerated the high-severity run that
took place between August 31 and September 3. Weather, vegetation patterns and
discretionary firing operations appear to have triggered the high-severity run, while the
vast plantations sustained that run and encouraged high-severity fire effects in adjacent
old and mature forests.
To demonstrate this point, it is instructive to examine the levels of fire severity in
different parts of the fire. It is also instructive to understand that the Abney Fire was
affected by very similar weather conditions on either side of the Siskiyou Crest. The fire
was backing downhill on both sides of the Siskiyou Crest. Given the weather and terrain,
the fires on the KNF and RR-SNF side of the ridge should have been influenced by
similar fire effects.

A burn severity map for the Abney Fire. Green depicts low-severity fire, yellow is moderate-severity and red is highseverity fire. Areas covered in white were obscured by cloud cover during the flyover. The blue line shows the summit
of the Siskiyou Crest with higher severity fire effects south of the blue line in the Klamath River watershed.

Despite, similar weather conditions, KNF portions of the Abney Fire burned through
highly flammable plantation stands, were backburned during extreme fire weather and
sustained nearly three times as much moderate- and high-severity fire.
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A comparison of Soil Burn Severity in the Abney Fire
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Pacific Silver Fir
Pacific silver fir (Abies amabilis) is a conifer tree of the north, adapted to cool, moist
habitats with deep winter snowloads in the Cascade Mountains, from southern Oregon to
the mountains of British Columbia. In the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains it can be found in
only two small disjunct populations. One population is located in the Marble Mountains,
near Hancock Lake and one on the Siskiyou Crest, in the region around Copper Butte and
Black Mountain.
This far south, populations of Pacific silver fir grow in highly effective fire refugia,
avoiding the inevitable effects of wildfire by clinging to cool, moist slopes and rocky
high mountain habitats. These areas tend to hold snow late into the fire season and
maintain cool, moist microclimates, even during the dry summer conditions. In fire
events, they either do not burn at all or burn at mixed severity, maintaining viable
populations despite some level of mortality. The cool, moist microclimate on the north
slope of the Siskiyou Crest tends to maintain conditions conducive to regeneration and
has likely sustained this disjunct population since the last ice age. In that time, no doubt,
the stand has weathered many fires.
Throughout the majority of its range, Pacific silver fir populations tend to have very long
fire return intervals. Especially this far south, Pacific silver fir has developed an
avoidance strategy; clinging to the very habitats fire cannot penetrate. They do not
develop thick, insulating bark or high, fire resilient canopies; they do not thrive in the
face of fire like knobcone pine, lodgepole pine or montane chaparral, instead they avoid
fire by exploiting cool, moist and rocky, high mountain habitats.
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In the Abney Fire, stands of Pacific
silver fir burned on both Copper
Butte and Black Mountain in cool,
moist forest habitats. On Black
Mountain, Pacific silver fir can be
found adjacent to large, rocky alder
glades at the headwaters of Dutch
Creek. Portions of the population
were protected from the fire by moist
headwalls, alder glades and rock
outcrops. In other locations, the fire
burned low and cool, smoldering
through stands of Pacific silver fir at
Pacific silver fir and mountain hemlock burned at very low
extremely low severity. The flames
severity near Black Mountain on the north slope of the Siskiyou
worked through downed material and
Crest.
light duff layers in a patchy mosaic,
creeping through stands of hemlock, red fir and Pacific silver fir. Mortality is expected to
be minimal on Black Mountain and unburned islands contain many healthy trees.
Near Copper Butte, Pacific silver fir grows in the narrow canyon of Joe Creek above the
Blue Ledge Mine. These stands are scattered amongst forests of true fir, along the steep
mountain stream. It appears this area burned at mixed severity, but the stream corridor,
burned at mostly low severity. Particularly beautiful stands also surround two small
ponds, in a series of miniature cirque bowls at the head of Joe Creek. Mature stands of
Pacific silver fir and massive old hemlock burned at high severity in patches at the
headwaters of Joe Creek. Significant populations burned off, while others survived the
patchy, mixed intensity blaze. Scattered Pacific silver fir survived the fire adjacent to the
ponds and in the small wetlands below.
Although the fire refugia failed to protect the Siskiyou Mountain’s Pacific silver fir
population from the Abney Fire, these cool, moist habitats did maintain viable
populations by either burning at extremely low severity or in a patchy mosaic of live and
dead.
Brewer’s Spruce
Brewer’s spruce (Picea breweriana) is endemic to the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains. It is
a paleoendemic, meaning it is a relict of the last ice age and has sustained populations
only in the rocky high country of the Klamath-Siskiyou. It grows from Iron Mountain in
the Elk River watershed, south to the Trinity Alps, and east to the Castle Crags at the
headwaters of the Sacramento River. It is most common on the Siskiyou Crest, but is
uncommon even at the heart of its range.
Brewer’s spruce often colonizes north and east-facing slopes. The tree grows on rocky,
fuel limited sites that hold snow and maintain high levels of fuel moisture, late into the
summer months. The lack of fuel and the cool, moist habitat conditions often enable
Brewer’s spruce to avoid burning, while fire burns all around its habitat. This pattern was
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evident in the Abney Fire, where rocky outcrops often shielded the fire sensitive
Brewer’s spruce from the heat of the fire.
One exception was within the Cook and
Green Pass Botanical Area, where the
KNF badly backburned one of the most
uniquely pure stands of Brewer’s spruce
in the region. Just below Cook and Green
Pass, whole stands were torched off,
while to the west near Cook and Green
Butte, stands were completely unburned.
Despite significant mortality at Cook and
Green Pass, viable populations survived
the Abney Fire as they have for millennia.
The burned trees in the foreground are a pure grove of
Brewer’s spruce backburned by the KNF at high severity in
the Cook and Green Pass Botanical Area. The most
significant Brewer’s spruce mortality in the entire fire area is
associated with this KNF backburning operation.

Baker’s Cypress

Baker’s Cypress (Hesperocyparis bakeri)
is one of North America’s rarest conifer
species and the northernmost cypress tree.
Found in only 11 populations in northern California and southern Oregon, Baker’s
cypress is truly unusual and unique.
Although extremely rare, Baker’s cypress is found on a variety of sites throughout its
limited range. Baker’s cypress thrives on adversity and is most commonly found on
rocky, infertile soil types and in hot, dry habitat conditions. In the Siskiyou Mountains,
Baker’s cypress is found on serpentine and granitic soils at mid to low elevations.
The trees tend to grow in dense, disturbance mediated thickets of even-aged trees. Standreplacing fire effects generally produce abundant reproduction and create conditions
conducive to cypress population growth. Although not entirely serotinus, fire does open
seed cones, disperse seed, create bare soil for seed germination, and reduce competition
from existing vegetation. Under a natural fire regime, cypress stands were likely subject
to relatively infrequent mixed-severity fires. Baker’s cypress tend to respond to standreplacing fire with vigorous regeneration.
The largest stand of Baker’s cypress in the Siskiyou Mountains is found in the West Fork
of Seiad Creek, which was protected in 1994 as the Seiad-Baker’s Cypress Botanical
Area. In 1931, dendrologist Oliver Matthews visited the site and found “a few hundred
trees.” Since Oliver Matthew’s time, numerous fires have burned through this thriving
stand, initiating a variety of age classes and stand conditions The mosaic of relatively
frequent fire in this stand is unusual among Baker’s cypress stands. It is one of the only
Baker’s cypress stands that is actively growing and thriving, while others have
diminished due to fire suppression.
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In the past 80 years, four major fires have burned into the West Fork of Seiad Creek. In
1951, the Three Devils Fire burned into the eastern portion of the stand at high severity.
In 1987 the Fort Copper Fire burned the western half of the stand in a patchy, mixed
severity fire mosaic. The 2012 Fort Complex burned to the southwest, reaching to the
edge of the population and the banks of Seiad Creek.
Again, the population burned in the 2017 Abney Fire as fire swept downhill from Cook
and Green Pass. Large portions of the population burned at high severity and will likely
respond with vigorous regeneration, triggering yet another age class in the Seiad Creek
canyon.
The Impact of Previous Forest Management
The impact of previous forest management was minimal on the RR-SNF portion of the
Abney Fire. Although the fire burned in both intact roadless areas and more impacted
habitats, the effect of previous forest management was relatively benign. Highly
flammable and extremely fire susceptible plantations were located throughout the roaded
portions of the fire area, but tended to burn at low to moderate severity. In many cases
these plantation stands and old reforestation failures were surrounded by old-growth
stands. Often the fire was backing slowly through the adjacent closed canopy forests and
crept into the plantations under a dense smoke inversion. Throughout the Applegate
Watershed, fire severity levels were consistently low to moderate in both managed and
unmanaged forests. Fire behavior was moderated by weather conditions, which simply
overwhelmed fuel or structural conditions.
On the KNF, plantation stands covered large portions of the fire area, especially on the
southern face of Copper Butte. Many of these plantations existed in large contiguous or
semi-contiguous swaths. The majority of these stands were created in post-fire logging
operations that followed the 1987 Fort Copper Fire.
According to KNF planning documents, “One particular area of concern for potential
wildfire effects in this LSR [Johnny O’Neil LSR] are the acres in plantations. Past
harvesting and fire salvage have created plantations scattered throughout the LSR.
Sixteen percent of the LSR land base consists of plantations. East of the East Fork and
South of Copper Butte is where the majority of the younger plantations are. Some of these
have been treated with lop and scatter prescription adding to the fire hazard for the short
term. Plantations that have not been thinned or thinned and not treated [for slash]
increases the potential of loss not only to the plantation but also the surrounding areas.”
(USDA, 1999, p. 2-76).9
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The map on the left shows fire severity in the Abney Fire south of Copper Butte. The large red mass depicts highseverity fire. The map on the right shows the density of plantation stands south of Copper Butte before the Abney
Fire. High-severity fire shows a strong correlation with plantation stands. For reference notice the L-shaped parcel of
private land near the center of the maps

The plantations “east of the East Fork and South of Copper Butte” are the same
plantations that burned in the Abney Fire. They were developed after “fire salvage” and
treated with lop and scatter prescriptions, meaning slash was never cleaned up following
the post-fire logging operations. The KNF predicted in 1999 that the density of
plantations “south of Copper Butte” would create high-severity fire effects and would
cause mortality in adjacent areas. This prediction was validated in the 2017 Abney Fire.
In the Abney Fire, the largest concentrations of high-severity fire coincided with
plantations stands “south of Copper Butte.” Watersheds such as the Pitch Fork of Seiad
Creek and the southern face of Copper Butte contained pockets and stringers of oldgrowth habitat embedded within a matrix of plantations stands. This condition, according
to a highly respected forest ecologist, creates “a self-reinforcing cycle of catastrophic
fires.”10 Many of the old stands embedded within the network of plantations on the
southern face of Copper Butte also burned with stand-replacing effects.
Significant scientific evidence suggests that plantation stands are the least resilient
portions of our landscape. The results of the Abney Fire validate these conclusions and
demonstrate a strong connection between high-severity fire and plantation-like structural
conditions. Yet rather than addressing these volatile conditions, the KNF has been busy
making more plantations throughout the Mid-Klamath Watershed in large, post-fire
logging projects, including the Westside Project, Horse Creek Community Protection and
Restoration Project, Salmon Salvage, and the Panther Salvage. Now in the aftermath of
the Abney Fire, KNF managers have proposed the cynically named, Seiad Horse Risk
Reduction Project. Although it sounds benign, the project will clearcut over 1,200 acres
of fire-affected forest and replant 2,224 acres of plantations on the southern face of
Copper Butte, creating significant fire risks in future wildfire events and setting the stage
for another round of stand-replacing fire.
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Ongoing forest management activities approved by the KNF also significantly influenced
the management of the Abney Fire. Based on information obtained through a Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request, it appears that KNF managers were extremely
concerned that the Abney Fire would burn over the Siskiyou Crest and into the Horse
Creek watershed. Based on their response, the KNF was far more concerned with
protecting approved post-fire logging and roadside hazard logging projects in the Horse
Creek watershed than reducing impacts associated with fire suppression activities.
According to Forest Supervisor Patty Grantham, the Abney Fire had the potential to
threaten U.S. Fish and Wildlife consultation for the Horse Creek Restoration and
Community Protection Project and the agency could lose “elements of the Horse Creek
project.” In an email to the RR-SNF Forest Supervisor Grantham states, “If I seem a little
worked up over making sure that this piece of the Abney burning on the RSF does not
come back to the KNF side, it is because I am worked up.”11
In a frantic attempt to protect timber sales from further delay, it appears KNF managers
approved damaging fire suppression tactics intended specifically to ensure that the
approved post-fire logging projects could proceed in Horse Creek. Efforts to check the
southeastern spread of the Abney Fire included irresponsible backburning that increased
fire severity, bulldozing high mountain meadows on the Siskiyou Crest, bulldozing the
Condrey Mountain Designated Backcountry Area (where MIST is mandated), bulldozing
small portions of the Scraggy Mountain Botanical Area and Condrey Mountain
Inventoried Roadless Area, and snagging late successional riparian forest in the West
Fork of Horse Creek.
Fire Suppression Impacts
Backburning
Fire managers were cautious and patient with the use of tactical firing on the RR-SNF
portions of the Abney Fire. Crews effectively utilized favorable weather windows and
judicious, small-scale burning operations to aid in fire containment, while minimizing its
overall impact on fire severity. In fact, much of the fire was burning at such low severity
that crews were leery of adding more heat, increasing severity and generating uphill runs.
The fear of triggering a high-severity runs in the mostly low- to moderate-severity Abney
Fire encouraged fire managers to limit burn operations in many circumstances.
Most of the backburning on the RR-SNF took place on the western fire perimeter around
Whisky Peak and Bearwallow Ridge and on the eastern fire perimeter around Scraggy
Mountain and Scraggy Ridge. Analysis of fire severity patterns and ignition patterns in
the Abney Fire do not show a correlation between backburning and elevated levels of fire
severity.
Credit must be given to fire managers and local RR-SNF staff for the responsible use of
strategic firing on the Abney Fire. Credit must also be given to residents above the
Applegate Reservoir. Although living in remote, fire prone areas, residents of Carberry
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Creek and Elliott Creek did not exert pressure on fire managers to take severe
suppression actions. Instead, many understood the danger of working in the rugged
terrain, the favorable and ecologically beneficial low-severity fire effects, and the
potential for suppression actions to create unintended consequences. The lack of public
pressure and the acceptance of wildfire by some local residents provided the agency an
opportunity to manage the fire by loose herding it into the backcountry, utilizing fire for
resource benefit on one flank, while suppressing those portions of the fire that threatened
private residences.
We commend the RR-SNF for their responsible use of strategic firing. If implemented
responsibly, the use of strategic firing to contain or suppress a fire is both low impact and
highly effective. The suppression of portions of the Abney Fire was necessary due to
private residential property and resources at risk; these resources were adequately
protected during firing operations on the RR-SNF.
On the other hand, the Seiad Valley community, who have endured numerous recent
wildfires, were actively encouraging the KNF to attack the Abney Fire and reduce its
spread to a minimum of acres burned. After many years of fire activity, including the
2012 Fort Complex Fire, 2014 Happy Camp Fire, 2016 Gap Fire and now the 2017
Abney Fire, residents simply did not want to endure another fire crisis.

The largest contiguous patches of stand-replacing fire took
place between August 31 and September 5, when KNF fire
crews were conducting backburning operations under extreme
weather conditions, contributing to the high-severity fire effects
in the Klamath River watershed.

The KNF responded by conducting
large backburning operations that
appear to have significantly influenced
the intensity of the Abney Fire. On
August 31, under heavy pressure from
the Seiad Valley community, three KNF
crews lit backburns on the Siskiyou
Crest under a “red flag warning” for
gusty east winds and poor humidity
recovery. The discretionary firing
operations began at the PCT and were
intended to back down the north-facing
slopes at low severity. Instead, the
winds shifted, conditions deteriorated,
and the firing operations appear to have
increased fire severity. The fire quickly
overwhelmed fire crews and blew over
the firelines built near the PCT.

The ensuing firestorm swept south towards Seiad Valley, creating significant highseverity fire effects on roughly 3,000 contiguous acres. The increase in severity was
influenced by weather conditions, but fire activity also increased due to backburning
operations conducted by KNF fire crews. Adding heat and flame in the form of tactical
ignitions to the already active fire contributed to the large, stand-replacing event that took
place between October 31 and September 3 in upper Seiad and Horse Creeks.
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KNF crews also initiated burnout operations adjacent to road 46N50, which was actively
being utilized as a fireline. Large swaths of stand-replacing fire are located directly above
these ignitions and could very well be associated with backburning operations.
We question the use of strategic firing operations on the KNF during the Abney Fire. The
effects of previous forest management and irresponsible backburning operations,
combined with extreme weather events, created a large swath of stand-replacing fire.
Fireline Construction
About 60 miles of fireline were built to contain the Abney Fire, including roughly 30
miles of dozerline.
Portions of the Abney Fire contained firelines with minimal impact to natural resource
values. In particular, on the RR-SNF, the northern perimeter of the Abney Fire was
allowed to back naturally into the moist forests adjacent to Elliott Creek. The fire backed
into Elliott Creek at low severity, moderated by weather, heavy smoke inversions,
towering forests and high humidity. The Abney Fire backed naturally into Elliott Creek
with no pretreatment or snagging and self-extinguishing in the moist canyon bottom. The
fire also backed naturally downhill at Seattle Bar and on the southern side of Applegate
Reservoir. These firelines were the lowest impact and likely the most effective firelines in
the entire Abney Fire.
The southwestern fire perimeter was loose herded into the Middle Fork of the Applegate
River, the Red Buttes Wilderness Area and Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless Area. The
fire was simply allowed to burn through remote, inaccessible habitats, providing resource
benefit and reducing fuels. Absolutely no fireline was constructed on this flank of the fire
and no suppression impacts were sustained.

The Johnson’s Dairy dozerline was built through high
mountain meadows in the Condrey Mountain Designated
Backcountry Area in violation of the KNF LRMP.

The largest impact associated with
fireline construction took place on the
KNF where fire crews built two miles of
dozerline in the Condrey Mountain
Inventoried Roadless Area (IRA) and
Designated Backcountry Area. This
dozerline was built in direct violation of
the 1994 KNF LRMP. The Standards and
Guidelines for Designated Backcountry
Areas requires implementation of
Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics
(MIST), reducing impacts to the area’s
ecological function, scenic beauty and
recreational qualities during fire
suppression activities. Unfortunately, the
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KNF did not follow these mandates and instead badly damaged important wildlands with
inappropriate dozerline.
The Johnson’s Dairy dozerline was built specifically to protect private industrial
timberland and avoid impacts to NEPA-ready timber sales on the KNF. It was also built
directly through the Condrey Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area and Designated
Backcountry Area. According to internal emails acquired through a FOIA request, KNF
officials were concerned that additional fire spread would impact NEPA-ready, post-fire
logging projects and delay implementation. KNF officials were actively exerting
pressure on RR-SNF fire managers to encourage a more aggressive suppression response.
The goal was to protect the Horse Creek Community Protection and Restoration Project.
11

The KNF LRMP also directs the agency to protect meadow habitats; however, the
Johnson’s Dairy dozerline was crudely built directly through a series of high-elevation
meadows in and around Johnson’s Dairy and directly below the Pacific Crest Trail
(PCT). The meadow’s topography has been permanently altered, impacting soil erosion
rates and hydrology. The impact is especially pronounced given the steepness of terrain,
the highly erodible schist soils, and the coho salmon that spawn below in Horse Creek.
The Siskiyou Crest is well known for its botanical qualities and intact habitats. The
dozerline construction built directly through a high-elevation meadow system has the
potential to become a major vector for noxious and non-native weed spread in the area
around Johnson’s Dairy and Slaughterhouse Flat. To make matters worse, the Johnson’s
Dairy dozerline was never utilized for fire containment; in fact, the fire naturally burned
itself out a few miles to the west.
On the RR-SNF, the biggest impact from dozerline construction was associated with the
protection of private timberlands on both the eastern and western fire perimeter.
On the western margin of the fire near Stricklin Butte fire crews built unauthorized
dozerline into the Stricklin Butte Roadless Area, along Bear Wallow Ridge. The Bear
Wallow dozerline was built into intact, unroaded terrain, including steep, rocky slopes,
chaparral habitat and conifer forest without authorization or review by READS. In some
locations, the fireline was built on contour across steep, rugged slopes, requiring a full
bench cut and leaving a permanent impact. Crews also built dozerline along the private
property boundary in section 8, on the northern face of Stricklin Butte.
At the fire’s eastern margin, much of the fireline built by suppression crews was
identified by private timber interests and built specifically to protect their private
timberland in the Elliott Creek watershed. Crews led by CalFire built a long fireline from
Elliott Creek to Scraggy Mountain and beyond to the Pacific Crest Trail. Originally built
as a contingency line, the Scraggy Ridge fireline was specifically built to protect private
timberlands from the Abney Fire and later became a major containment feature when
other firelines burned over.
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The Scraggy Ridge fireline was built on very steep and erosive slopes above Elliott
Creek, up the rugged ridgeline into a checkerboard of ownership, alternating between
FGS and the RR-SNF. Large portions of this fireline were built with bulldozers, doing
great damage to the area’s schist soils.
Below the rocky summit
of Scraggy Mountain,
crews tied into existing
roads, then continued
with handline into the
Condrey Mountain
Inventoried Roadless
Area and past Onion
Flat. On the
southwestern flank of
Scraggy Mountain, in the
Condrey Mountain
Inventoried Roadless
Area, in the KNF
Condrey Mountain
Designated Backcountry
Area, and in the Scraggy
The Scraggy Mountain fireline was built in highly erosive schist soils and it
Mountain Botanical
degraded relatively intact habitats in the Elliott Creek watershed and Condrey
Area, KNF crews
Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area.
received approval from
RR-SNF line officers and READS to build fireline with a bulldozer. KNF claimed that
the dozer would be “walked” (i.e. driven without the blade down) up the slope and across
the PCT in a large schist bald, then driven to the ridge where it would be utilized to move
large logs. The KNF claimed the utilization of dozers in this section would aid
containment, making it much more likely to hold the fire west of Scraggy Ridge.
In the end, the Abney Fire failed to reach Onion Flat or the upper portions of the Scraggy
Ridge fireline. Despite not being utilized for fire containment, the use of dozers in this
area has left lasting impacts. The soils were heavily disturbed and badly compacted by
heavy equipment. The portions of the fireline that were cleared of large downed logs, are,
for all practical purposes, dozerlines, with all the associated impacts. RR-SNF staff
should have rejected the use of dozers in the Condrey Mountain Inventoried Roadless
Area and Scraggy Mountain Botanical Area.
Even more dangerous and severe was the development of the Black Mountain fireline, a
steep, ineffective and damaging handline built straight through the heart of the Condrey
Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area and some of the Applegate Watershed’s most intact
old-growth forests. The Black Mountain fireline failed to contain the fire despite
significant public expenditures and extreme safety risks to firefighting personnel.
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The Black Mountain fireline demonstrates the implementation of wasteful public
spending for suppression actions that are highly dangerous, highly ineffective,
disproportionally affect private industrial timber interests, and provide no public benefit.
The remote, rugged terrain that surrounds the Black Mountain Parcel is a poor choice for
fireline creation and should have been rejected by fire managers as irresponsible and
ineffective.
If vital personnel had not been utilized to build ineffective fireline near Black Mountain,
they could have been available on the Scraggy Mountain fireline, building handline and
reducing impacts associated with dozerline construction. Additional personnel could have
been utilized in sensitive locations to build handline, including the Condrey Mountain
Inventoried Roadless Area, Scraggy Mountain Botanical Area and other locations where
inappropriate dozer use damaged public resources.
Riparian Impacts
Impacts to riparian areas were minimal in the Abney Fire, especially on the RR-SNF.
Although riparian areas were utilized as fireline along Elliott Creek, little or no snagging
or prep work occurred. The fire simply backed at low severity into the canyon and selfextinguished in the cool, moist riparian habitats.
Numerous streams such as Dutch Creek, the Middle Fork of the Applegate River, Cook
and Green Creek and Whisky Creek burned through, but did so at very low severity. The
fire effects included many positive impacts on late successional values, a large flush of
instream wood, and the maintenance of canopy for stream shade.
On the KNF, crews were directed to conduct heavy “snagging” along the West Fork of
Horse Creek. The West Fork of Horse Creek is one of the last low-elevation, old-growth
forest habitats in lower Horse Creek. By felling large snags within the riparian reserve,
late successional habitat values were heavily impacted, but perhaps more importantly,
riparian values were also heavily affected. Crews felled old-growth snags, reducing snag
and instream wood recruitment for hundreds of years along this specific stream reach,
until large snags can naturally reproduce. The impacts will be particularly pronounced to
pool structure and pool ratios in the watershed, potentially impacting coho salmon habitat
downstream. The loss of large standing snags will also have significant impacts on
terrestrial wildlife species such as the Pacific fisher, Northern spotted owl, and many
other species that utilized snag cavities for nesting, utilize riparian areas for dispersal, and
depend on the structural complexity that snags create.
Fire Retardent Use
Use of fire retardant on the Abney Fire was limited. This was largely due to the relatively
low-severity fire effects and the persistent smoke inversion that precluded the use of
aviation resources. Helicopters were occasionally utilized for bucket drops of water, but
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very little documentation or evidence of fire retardant use has been uncovered in our
investigations.
Noxious Weeds
The spread of noxious weeds in the Abney Fire Area is a significant concern given the
intact native plant communities and designated Botanical Areas found within the fire
area.
Fire camps on both sides of the Siskiyou Crest were located in areas with significant
noxious weed infestations. According to the Eclipse BAER Report (KNF portions of the
fire were managed as part of the Eclipse Complex) the risk of irreversible noxious weed
spread is high throughout the fire area. The exposed mineral soils, extensive soil
disturbance and unusually high level of human activity in the remote areas burned in the
Eclipse Complex elevate the risk of noxious weed spread. Unfortunately, the BAER
Report only recommends and provides funding for noxious weed mitigation in and
around the Siskiyou Wilderness. Detection surveys, and if needed noxious weed removal,
should also occur in the intact plant communities found throughout the Kangaroo
Inventoried Roadless Area, the Condrey Mountain Roadless Area, the Seiad Baker’s
Cypress Botanical Area and other high value areas within the Abney Fire footprint.
12

The Miller Complex BAER Report recommends Early Detection Rapid Response
(EDRR) Surveys within designated Botanical Areas and the Red Buttes Wilderness Area.
The Condrey Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area and Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless
Area should also be included in the EDRR Surveys. Those locations with Inventoried
Roadless Areas, designated Wilderness and Botanical Areas should be prioritized based
on the level of fire management activity that occurred. For instance, locations that were
not subjected to fire suppression activities or increased human activity should not be
prioritized for surveys and noxious weed treatment.
Conclusions
The Abney Fire burned through some of the most intact forest habitats in the eastern
Siskiyou Mountains. Many of these habitats had no recent, recorded fire history and had
not burned in over 100 years. Despite a history of fire suppression, the Abney Fire burned
in a characteristic mixed severity mosaic of low-, moderate- and high-severity fire. Large
portions of the fire burned below a heavy inversion layer, creating vast low severity fire
effects. Weather was the main driver of fire severity in the Abney Fire, but past
management history and discretionary fire suppression activities did significantly
influence fire effects in upper Seiad and Horse Creek, above the Klamath River.
The RR-SNF portions of the Abney Fire demonstrate the potential of managed wildfire as
a fuel reduction and habitat restoration tool. The Abney Fire also demonstrates the ability
to manage a single fire for multiple resource objectives including community fire
protection, full suppression and fire restoration. For example, some portions of the Abney
Fire were suppressed to protect nearby communities while more remote portions were
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loose herded into the wilderness and allowed to burn naturally through intact federal
lands.

The complex burn mosaic of the Abney Fire was healthy and restorative for landscapes like this one on the Middle
Fork of the Applegate River. Although large portions of the fire area contained no recorded fire history, fire effects
were well within the natural range of variability.

The Abney Fire also demonstrates the inherent conflict between fire restoration, wildland
fire use and full suppression strategies in regions with remote federal lands and private
industrial timber land. Private timber interests routinely pressure land managers into
suppressing otherwise productive fires and building both dangerous and environmentally
damaging firelines.
In many portions of our National Forest, fire restoration utilizing managed wildfire is the
most appropriate and cost effective means of “treating” large landscapes, yet private
timber lands significantly impact our ability to implement this strategy and restore a
natural fire regime.
Instead of restoring fire regimes, land managers are forced to utilized large sums of
public money and risk the safety of fire suppression crews suppressing fires before they
impact private industrial timber lands. In the meantime, private timber land owners have
no incentive to manage for increased fire resilience and depend on public expenditures to
protect private timber during wildfire events.
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Chapter 4: Knox Fire

A view of the Knox Fire from between Buck Peak and Figurehead Mountain at the headwaters of the Applegate River
in the Red Buttes Wilderness. The Knox Fire burned fast and furious in the Azalea Lake Basin in lodgepole pine forest,
then naturally died out in the old-growth forest in the Butte Fork of the Applegate River.

Significant Fire Weather and Events
The Knox Fire was a completely natural fire event; it was a fairly intense fire, but also
very short lived. The Knox Fire burned at the heart of the Red Buttes Wilderness, at the
headwaters of the Applegate River. The fire was active from September 3 to midOctober, yet the vast majority of fire activity occurred in a 3-day period from September
3 to September 6. The fire burned fast and furious through high-elevation chaparral,
knobcone pine groves and a unique stand of lodgepole pine surrounding Azalea Lake, at
the headwaters of the Butte Fork, then died out in the old-growth forests below.
Given the remote location of the Knox Fire and the limited resources available to
suppression crews, virtually no suppression actions were taken to contain the fire. Natural
barriers within the rocky Azalea Lake basin limited the fire’s spread to the south, north
and west. The fire simply burned to the rocky ridges and either died out on the rocky
ridgeline or smoldered itself out on the face of Buck Peak. The more mesic, north-facing
slopes of Figurehead Mountains refused to burn, protected by wetlands, rock outcrops
and moist hemlock and true fir forests. To the east, the fire backed at low intensity into
the old-growth forests at the headwaters of the Butte Fork, smoldering beneath a canopy
of massive old, pine, fir and incense cedar. The fire burned into October in the Butte
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Fork, but never did much more than smolder from log to log or burn the understory
brush.
The Knox Fire, like the other 26 fires in the watershed, was lit on August 13, in the
massive lightning storm that lit the Creedence, Burnt Peak and the nearby Abney Fires.
Apparently, the Knox Fire was initially only a smoldering snag burning in the wilderness.
It was unstaffed, and due to both its remote location and higher priority fires in the area,
the fire was documented but never suppressed. After a few weeks it was assumed that the
fire had burned itself out in the rocks. No smoke had been visible for nearly one month,
yet on September 3, under hot, dry conditions, the fire surprisingly found a receptive fuel
bed and began burning with intensity in the Azalea Lake basin. Suddenly, a large plume
was billowing from the rocky bowl of Azalea Lake and the Knox Fire was reborn.
From September 3 to September 6, the fire burned across the southern face of Buck Peak
at high severity, burning brushy stands of lodgepole and knobcone pine. By the morning
of September 7, scattered rain fell across the region, limiting fire activity and essentially
halting the forward movement of the Knox Fire for good.
The Knox Fire continued creeping and smoldering at an extremely low rate of spread and
at very low intensity in the old-growth forests at the headwaters of the Butte Fork. The
fire burned into October, but very few acres actually burned after the September 7 rains.
Crews built no handline, conducted no helicopter drops, retardant drops or suppression
actions of any sort. The Knox Fire was allowed to play an entirely natural role in the Red
Buttes Wilderness Area, burning without human influence or fire suppression activities.
Fire Severity & Mosaic
Fire behavior in the Knox Fire was significantly influenced by weather conditions, slope
exposure and vegetative conditions previous to the fire. The fire began in the Azalea
Lake basin, cradled between the north-facing cirque walls of Figurehead Mountain and
the south-facing slopes of Buck Peak.
Despite active fire weather and behavior, the rocky, north-facing slopes of Figurehead
Mountain did not burn. The combination of rocky, fuel limited terrain and more mesic
forests of mountain hemlock and true fir was left entirely unburned. To the north of
Azalea Lake and on the harsh, south-facing slopes of Buck Peak, the fire burned with
great intensity.
The area surrounding Azalea Lake and on the face of Buck Peak is colonized by one of
only three stands of lodgepole pine on the Siskiyou Crest. Although common throughout
the mountains of the west, lodgepole pine is rare in the Siskiyou Mountains. The Azalea
Lake groves of lodgepole pine were relatively pure stands of mature trees, interspersed
with younger knobcone pine and a few scattered patches of true fir. The understory was a
dense tangle of greenleaf manzanita and huckleberry oak over 4’ high. Burning above the
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inversion layer, under active conditions, the fire burned at high severity, leaving a dark
swath of snags, soot and ash across the southern face of Buck Peak.

The Azalea Lake Basin burned in a highly variable fire mosaic, with fire dependent lodgepole pine stands burning at
high severity, while the rocky, north facing slopes of Figurehead Mountain refused to burn.

Although nearly the entire lodgepole pine stand was lost, they will regenerate with
vibrancy and reassert their dominance, not in spite of, but because of the Knox Fire.
Serontinus coned pines, like lodgepole and knobcone pine, require fire to release their
seeds and regenerate. They are likely to regenerate abundantly among the sprouting
brush. The burn will also trigger an unfathomably diverse display of wildflowers that will
fill in the rocky void created by high-severity fire.
On the rocky summit of Buck Peak, the raging fire quickly came to a halt. Protected from
the heat by low bluffs, Brewer’s spruce survived the fire completely unscathed. In most
places, the north slopes refused to burn, but in a few locations the fire burned into the low
hedges of hemlock, spruce and fir before sputtering to a halt. Natural, rocky barriers
limited the fire’s spread to the drier, more exposed southern face.
In the old forests at the headwaters of the Butte Fork fire severity was extremely low,
burning in the understory beneath old-growth conifers.
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Conclusions
The Knox Fire was a natural, beneficial fire event that will trigger vibrant regrowth and
reassert the dominance of fire dependent lodgepole and knobcone pine in the Azalea
Lake basin. The Knox Fire also demonstrates the role of fire refugia in sustaining fire
sensitive species such as Brewer’s spruce and mountain hemlock in the rocky high
country of the Siskiyou Crest. The complex pattern of fire severity evident in the Knox
Fire is characteristic of the historic mixed severity fire regime and continues to
augmented the botanical diversity of the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains.
The complete lack of fire suppression activities makes the Knox Fire a unique
opportunity to study the mixed severity fire regime, fire refugia, natural fire regeneration
and successional patterns in the diversified conifer forests of the Siskiyou Crest. This
unique opportunity should be utilized by fire scientists and students of fire ecology to
increase our understanding of mixed severity fire and natural fire regeneration.
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